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Fuzzy time series-based cross-layer
optimization scheme for cooperative
communication in wireless network
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Abstract. The cross-layered concept of wireless network breaks the traditional network layered concept to realize interaction
between layers. In addition, the broadcasting nature of a wireless environment makes cooperative communications possible. In
this paper, by utilizing the cross-layer optimization scheme, we introduce the fuzzy time series predication model that has linear
computational complexity to forecast network performance. When we establish a fuzzy time series model, the sent queue length
of the link layer is taken into consideration for the network layer’s throughput prediction. In addition, we propose a fuzzy time
series-based congestion control framework that is combined with a cooperative communication mechanism, and we apply the
fuzzy time series prediction results in the preprocessing of network congestion. Through simulation, we demonstrate that the
proposed cross-layer cooperative strategies achieve significant network throughput improvement and average packet delivery
ratio.
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1. Introduction

Cooperative communications can take advantage of
the broadcasting nature of wireless environments and
have exhibited excellent performances in both theo-
retical aspects and implementations [6]. A cross-layer
design as a joint optimization of several layers in given
situations can improve a wireless network performance.
A reasonable optimization model proposed in [4] con-
siders the signal control input, routing selection, and
capacity allocation, and it is decomposed into three
subsections for three layers in wireless networks: the
congestion control in the transport layer, scheduling in
the link layer, and routing algorithm in the network
layer, respectively. When processing congestion by a
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cross-layer design, the link layer information is mainly
employed to the feedback congestion degree, and the
node cache queue length is detected to judge congestion
[8]. However, few researches have applied parameters
prediction technology in wireless network congestion
controlling. An ARMA traffic prediction-based con-
gestion control algorithm for wireless sensor networks
was proposed in [7, 9], where the traffic is allocated
according to the node’s future congestion condition.
Both include steps of parameter estimation that have
nonlinear computational complexity. However, in wire-
less networks, each node’s communication capability,
calculation power, and storage capacity are relatively
limited [5]. To overcome these restrictions, we should
simplify the prediction model.

Similarly, we proposed a cross-layered optimiza-
tion scheme that employs a fuzzy time series. Time
series analysis is a statistical science that studies the
intrinsic relationship between sequences. The primary
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contributions include: based on the cross-layer design
concept, the throughput and queue length of a wire-
less network node are monitored to form the fuzzy time
series predication model. Then, a node cooperation-
based congestion processing scheme is described,
which is proposed in [1]. The predication result is
applied in network congestion degree prediction and
congestion processing. Simulation is conducted to tes-
tify the effectiveness of the optimization scheme.

2. Fuzzy time series model analysis
and construction

Each wireless network node’s transmitting capacity
is affected by factors, such as load pressure, channel
inference, and neighbor nodes [2]. Factually, in latter
simulation, we will detect the congesting nodes and
obtain the average throughput and queue length. We set
the sampling time segment as 150 ms, and the samples
are shown in Section 4, where the queue capacity is 100,
and thequeue length isdefinedas thepacketnumber.The
constructionofmultivariatetimeseriesisshownasFig.1.

Training samples must be symbolized and statistical
characteristics include the frequency of equal proba-
bility intervals and the relationship between two and
three adjacent data. In terms of intervals frequency,
samples are divided into equal probability intervals:
I1, I2, . . . , Im. Thus, the series is symbolized. Then, the
frequency of Ii is counted. The characteristic vector’s
length is m + 3 + 9, and the vector is expressed as:

I1, I2, . . . , Im, <, =, >, <<, <=, <>, =<,

==, =>, ><, >=, >> (1)

After symbolization, the relationship between series

can be calculated. Regard ⇀
p,

⇀
q as two characteristic

vectors with a length of n. Angel cosine represents the
relationship between vectors as shown in Equation (2):

ρ =

n∑
i=1

⇀
p(i) × ⇀

q(i)√
n∑

j=1

⇀
p(j)2

√
n∑

k=1

⇀
q(k)2

(2)

A variable’s influence is small if the relevance is
small; in which case, the variable must be selected
again. Otherwise, the sample series are operated using
fuzzy c-means. Then, each element is represented by
a fuzzy subset. The number of subsets is calculated
according to Equation (3) [10]:

Fig. 1. Fuzzy time series prediction flowchart.

k =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣|Dmax − Dmin|/

n∑
t=2

|X(t) − X(t − 1)|
n − 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (3)

Respectively, Dmax, Dmin represent the maximum
and minimum values, C1, C2, . . . , Ck are the fuzzy sub-
sets. Subscripts are used to represent the fuzzy subsets,
so it is easy to do pattern matching to the fuzzy rule
matrix. Assuming that we use two series Q1 and Q2 and
the model stage is three, the scale of the fuzzy rule matrix
is (n-k)*7, where n is the sample number, and k is the
model stage. For every seven elements in a range, the 1st
to the 3rd values are continuous values in Q1, and the
4th to the 6th values are continuous values in Q2. The
7th value is the predicting result. By matching the fuzzy
value of antecedents to the fuzzy rule matrix, we obtain
the predicted value. The matching formula is:⎛

⎝ 3∑
j=1

|Vector(j) − M(i, j)|
⎞
⎠

+ρ ×
6∑

j=4

|Vector(j) − M(i, j)|) ≤ th (4)
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where M is the fuzzy rule matrix, ρ is the correla-
tion coefficient. As a threshold, the value should be
smaller in theory, but too small of a value may cause
failed matching. After successful matching, the center-
of-gravity method is used to obtain the prediction results
[10], as is shown below. VP(t) is the matching result,
and P(i) represents the frequency of fuzzy subset Ci.

Value(VP (t)) =
k∑

i = 1

ci × p(i)
k∑

i = 1
p(i)

(5)

3. Fuzzy time series-based cross-layer
cooperative congestion processing

3.1. Fuzzy time series-based cross-layer
cooperation

Specific for cooperative communication, the cross-
layer concept is employed to monitor parameters that
could represent congestion situation. Factually, many
kinds of cross-layer parameters can be extracted to form
prediction model, as though its variation is liner or
its difference is liner. As shown in Fig. 2, the cross-
layer congestion degree can be described by a node’s
load, link load, and channel interference. According
to prediction results, nodes select next-hop, adjust rate
to realize cooperative communication. Furthermore, it
helps to guarantee network transmission quality.

In the wireless network nodes’, the prediction proce-
dure based on a multivariate time series is described as
follows:

Step 1: Determine the time segment of data acquisi-
tion. When the congestion degree reaches a given queue
occupation proportion P0, we set the starting time point
as t0. Then, the ending time is set as. Acquire the param-
eters in every time slice t; after acquiring N parameters,
time point tn is set as the ending time. Alternatively,
when the queue occupation proportion reaches Pm and
the recorded data amount reaches M, it is set as the
ending time, where K < M < N and K is the least data
number. Otherwise, go to Step 4.

Step 2: Form a multivariate time series prediction
model. After sampling, we symbolize the time series
and calculate the series’ relation and then construct a
multivariate time series model.

Step 3: Calculate the predication value. According
to the prediction model and the original series, the
sequence future value is predicted.

Fig. 2. Multivariate time series prediction-based congestion
processing flowchart.

Step 4: Estimate a multivariate time series. If the
sampling data amount is less than k, the prediction
model construction should be stopped because of a lack
of accuracy. Then, we start a trigger and detect the queue
occupation proportion in time cycle T. When it satis-
fies the condition described in Step 1, the time segment
is recalculated. Otherwise the multivariate time series
construction is terminated.

Step 5: Output the prediction result and conduct
a corresponding congestion pretreatment in order to
avoid real wireless network congestion.

3.2. Cooperative congestion processing

When congestion reaches a certain level, it needs
directed cooperative path nets to assist in congestion
processing. The directed cooperative path net is shown
in Fig. 3, which is proposed in [1]. When congestion
occurs to node C, there is overload in link BC, or there
is excessive channel interference, node C will broad-
cast a cooperation request to its neighbor nodes within
its radiation. If received from cooperative nodes, we
form cooperative node set CS = {B, F, G, H, I, J, K, L,
M, D}, and each node in the set is labeled as a credi-
ble node. The credibility value is set during the route
selection process. In the set, node B and node C are
regarded as source and destination nodes. The remain-
ing nodes within one hop is clustered according to the
AFCR algorithm. Then, the initialization information
of one round grouping is sent to the nodes within the
set. After forming a temporary table of neighbor nodes,
each node sets a clustering timer. In implementing the
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the directed cooperative path net.

AFCR algorithm, the node that has the highest weight
is selected as the cluster head.

After each node in the set finishes routing, the nodes
need to save a temporary neighbor node table, a clus-
ter head routing table, and a temporary cluster member
table. Then, clustered nodes establish a wireless com-
munication through route establishing, route selection,
and route maintenance. During routing process, each
node needs to initialize the credibility value as 1/

p,
where p represents the queue occupation proportion and
selects the optimal transmission path by way of accu-
mulation credibility. If some nodes in the set CS are not
in the directed cooperative path net, such as node M,
then specify the credibility of it as ∞. Generally, we
choose the path BFGHD as the optimal transmission
path. We specify that, after receiving the route selec-
tion request, the nodes give preference to the neighbors
of higher credibility value as the next hop, and they will
not select congested nodes. Take for example node I:
after receiving the route selection request, it will choose
node J as next hop according to credibility value, not
node C.

4. Simulation experiment

This section presents our simulation to illustrate the
theoretical results and compare the performance of the
proposed mode with some other methods. Matlab is

Fig. 4. Simulation scene.

used to form the forecasting model, and Glomosim is
to simulate the cross-layer monitoring. We generate a
random topology with 30 simulation nodes that are uni-
formly distributed in a rectangular area of 600 × 600,
as is shown in Fig. 4. The 802.11 protocol is applied
to monitor the buffer queue length of the Mac layer,
and the wireless link rate is 2 Mbib/s, 5.5 Mb/s, 11
Mbit/s. Firstly, we configure 6 CBR (constant bit rate)
applications in random, and each session sends 30 mes-
sages sized at 1024B. The sequence diagram is shown
in Fig. 5.

In the simulation, after differencing, the first 60 data
in each series are chosen as the training samples, and
the last 30 data are set as the testing samples. According
to Equation (2), the clustering number of the two dif-
ferential sequences is 4. The coefficient of two feature
vectors is 0.9950.

Average throughput sequence is predicted, and then,
the original average throughput sequence prediction is
as shown in Fig. 6, compared to frequently used AR
(auto regression) model. To illustrate its effectiveness
and applicability, an extensive experiment of China
Mobile’s data set of telephone connection rate com-
bined with congestion rate is shown in Fig. 7, whose
sampling granularity is 0.5 hours.

The proposed model prediction result is more accu-
rate. Additionally, it has a linear time complexity and
space complexity of O(n), whereas the AR model and
many other time series models relate a time-consuming
calculation of xn. A network processing mechanism
of directed cooperative path net was proposed in [1],
and a game theory-based cross-layer cooperation was
proposed in [3]. We employ the average throughput
and average packet delivery ratio to verify the conges-
tion processing. Three congestion control mechanism
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Fig. 5. Two time series’ sequence diagram.
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Fig. 6. Average throughput prediction results.
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Fig. 7. Telephone connection prediction and corresponding congestion rate.

results over an increasing network load are shown in
Figs. 8 and 9. When the CBR number increases, the
network’s throughput increases, and the average deliv-
ery rate decreases. Relative to the directed cooperative
path net mechanism and the game theory-based cross-

layer cooperation mechanism, the proposed mechanism
realizes greater throughput as well as a lesser and flatter
decline. This reveals that, with the prediction effect, the
nodes in the directive cooperation path net have stronger
adaptability.
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Fig. 9. Average delivery rate changing trends diagram.

5. Conclusion

Aiming at improving network throughput and
increasing the network packet delivery ratio, this paper
combines the prediction method with the cross-layer
design. Fuzzy time series prediction mechanism, which
has a linear time complexity, extracts the cross-layered
parameters of the average throughput and length of
sending queue to forecast the network throughput situ-
ation. In addition, the directed cooperative path net is
introduced to process the predicted congestion. Simu-
lation, we verify the effectiveness of our optimization
scheme. It is observed that the network throughput is
effectively improved by the fuzzy time series-based
congestion control, and the packet loss rate is reduced.
Similarly, we can replace the average throughput with
other cross-layer parameters to estimate the network
congestion situation and verify the congestion control
effectiveness. This will be included in our future work.
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